ABSTRACT Edge computing has strong real-time and big data interaction processing requirements. The long scheduling time and load imbalance among edge nodes and edge servers are the key problems of edge computing. The current cloud computing scheduling algorithms all have balance problems between algorithm complexity and performance, and cannot fundamentally solve the contradiction. It is a feasible method to use the deep learning model to train the scheduled data to achieve a direct prediction of the scheduling results. This paper mainly studies from two aspects, one is to obtain more accurate training data from the perspective of researching optimal scheduling algorithms, and the other is to improve the training speed from the perspective of improving the deep learning model. At first, an improved chaotic bat swarm algorithm is put forward. It introduces chaotic factors and second-order oscillation mechanisms to improve the speed of update and dynamic parameter mechanisms. Subsequently, the long short-term memory network deep learning model is trained with the historical data by the improved algorithm. The experimental results show that the improved learning model can achieve the purpose of quickly predicting the scheduling result.
I. INTRODUCTION
Edge computing (EC) is the new paradigm for a myriad of mission-critical applications.EC has carved a niche in the technological world due to its tremendous performing capabilities of providing real-time data analysis, low operational cost, high scalability [1] . The growing need for low-latency access to computing resources has motivated the introduction of edge computing, where resources are strategically placed at the access networks. [2] . In terms of resource management and scheduling, this paper defines the multi-objective constraint problem of task scheduling algorithm by minimizing the task running time and load balancing between edge servers.
In addition, the increasing miniaturization of hardware has allowed these tiny devices to perform more than just sensing, such as presenting themselves as a service (i.e. device as a service) [3] . The cloud computing paradigm faces the challenges of providing low latency, high availability [4] , Edge computing could address concerns such as latency, mobile devices' limited battery life, bandwidth costs, security,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Haruna Chiroma. and privacy [5] . Therefore, in order to meet the requirement of high-bandwidth and low-latency services, to build a flexible network, edge computing can cooperate with the cloud computing centralized platform.
However, many problems on cloud computing have emerged with the development of IoT. On one hand, cloud computing cannot fully conform with delay-sensitive and location-aware applications considering the many types of IoT devices. On the other hand, cloud-computing applications cannot be built extensively due to high construction costs [6] . Deep learning is a promising approach for extracting accurate information from raw sensor data from IoT devices deployed in complex environments. Because of its multilayer structure, deep learning is also appropriate for the edge computing environment [7] . In this paper, the long short-term memory network (LSTM) is used to learn historical scheduling data, so that real-time scheduling prediction can be performed for incoming tasks. In this paper, with the historical data of our improved algorithm, our modified LSTM-based scheduling learning model is used to meet the large data volume requirements. Experiments show that the prediction model will reduce the scheduling prediction time with the increase of the task amount, which can overcome the shortage of unbalanced scheduling in swarm algorithms with little data. At the same time, it can be used between edge servers and edge nodes for real-time scheduling.
Accurate historical data can make deep learning predictive better. So at first, we use improved chaotic bat algorithm (ICBA) to get better schemes of scheduling under multiple batch tasks. Then we use these data to train the improved learning model proposed in this paper, to achieve better speed. We get ICBA to improve accuracy compared to traditional methods and get higher speed with the training of LSTM.
Section 2 discusses some popular swarm algorithm in task scheduling. In Sect. 3 we construct the scheduling model and simulation environment. Sec. 4 introduces ICBA. Sec. 5 compares the task running time and load balancing between ICBA and other algorithms. On the basis of ICBA, we learn historical data through LSTM and analyze the efficiency. Finally, Sec.6 concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
Workflow scheduling is one of the most challenging problems in cloud computing [8] . Evolutionary algorithms applied to tasks scheduling in traditional workshop production have a good effect [9] , which is similar with cloud tasks scheduling. Besides, there are also greedy strategies to select optionally maximum computing level of the job that the available system resources can meet to execute [10] . Jiang et al. [10] present a job scheduling policy based on greedy strategy and propose a job execution model with adaptable computing levels for edge servers to process the massive job requests efficiently and improve system resource utilization. The main contribution of [10] is to choose which job to run and which computing level the job should be executed at. The paper didn't discuss the job partitioning and if the device can't process the job, the model will not be proper.
Jiang et al. [10] focuses on the edge computing and collaborative cloud computing center for resource scheduling. The following discusses present situation about scheduling in cloud computing:
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), including Quantumbehaved Particle Swarm Optimization (QPSO) algorithm and other improved PSO algorithms have advantages of high precision and fast convergence. Thus, it has been widely used in cloud scheduling. Recently, there have been many studies in the literature which have already discussed tasks scheduling in cloud computing is order to achieve and ensure a good performance and maximum utilization of resources on the basis of users and cloud provider requirements. Meta-heuristics have gained huge popularity and has been tried by many researchers to solve the task scheduling problem [11] . Hicham et al. [11] proposed two hybrid metaheuristic algorithms, FLPSO and SAPSO. These algorithms reduce the makespan, maximize resource utilization, minimize execution cost and improve load balancing. Li et al. [12] propose a PSO based energy-aware edge server placement algorithm to reduce the total energy consumption of edge servers while the access delay is kept within a specific length.
Bat algorithm (BA) and novel bat algorithm (NBA) simulate the behavior of bats and improve the bat algorithm from a biological perspective. NBA incorporates the bats' habitat selection and their self-adaptive compensation for Doppler effect in echoes into the basic BA [13] , and improves efficiency and stability with a adaptive local search strategy. Nawi et al. [14] introduce an improved bat algorithm with Gaussian distribution random walk to solve higher dimensional problems and to decrease the step length size.
Various studies based on other meta-heuristic techniques such as ant colony optimization (ACO) [15] , genetic algorithm (GA) [16] have been proposed. Keshk et al. [15] present MACOLB for load balancing, propose load balancing factor related to the job finishing rate. [16] introduce a cost effective meta-heuristics Cost Effective Genetic Algorithm (CEGA) to minimize total execution cost while meeting the deadline constraint. Xiao et al. [17] propose a heuristic algorithm to develop the placement strategy of the edge computing server, the remote cloud and edge servers are combined in a complementary manner to provide seamless task processing based on dynamic conditions of task, network, location and resources.
One of the important problems in collaborative edge computing is to schedule tasks among edge devices to minimize latency and other performance metrics [18] . He et al. [19] schedule tasks in each edge node according to the order of scheduling periods by a constructive heuristic algorithm based on the density of residual tasks (HADRT). The optimality of HADRT algorithm under certain conditions is proved.
Algorithms above can easily fall into the local optimal problem and have worse efficiency with large amount of data when applying to the scheduling problem. This paper proposed ICBA, which has better results than these algorithms. And using LSTM to learn ICBA can speed up the scheduling.
Chaos is a characteristic of nonlinear systems and it has been extensively studied and applied in many fields. Although it appears to be stochastic, it occurs in a deterministic nonlinear system under deterministic conditions. Chaos has been extended to various optimization areas [20] .
End users normally run these applications on their resource-constrained mobile devices while the core service and processing are performed on cloud servers [21] . Leveraging services of cloud by mobile devices result in high latency and mobility-related issues.
Based on the data-driven approach, Chen et al. [22] propose a system implemented a reasonable allocation of edge computing resources. It solves the problems of inflexible network resource deployment.
Guo et al. [23] propose a novel primary-backup-based fault-tolerant scheduling architecture for real-time tasks in the cloud environment. Based on this architecture, they present a scheduling algorithm for real-time tasks and simulate on the CloudSim platform to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness.
Task scheduling is also an important problem in some edge computing system like mobile edge computing (MEC).
Rimal et al. [24] propose two approximation algorithms focusing on single and multiple MD scenarios, respectively. The main contribution is investigating the performance gains obtained from the implementation of conventional cloud and MEC in FiWi broadband access networks which helps reduce MEC offload packet delay without affecting the performance of H2H traffic.
Li et al. [25] introduce deep learning for IoT into the edge computing environment to optimize network performance and protect user privacy in uploading data. Khelifi et al. [26] propose a new methodology based on the CNN, that seeks to combine both ICN, IoT and edge computing. The main advantage of this approach is to reduce the large amount of data produced by the multiple IoT devices.
III. SCHEDULING MODEL
The big amount of data cannot be computed in time by edge nodes on edge servers. In this paper, we focus on real-time scheduling optimization on edge nodes and edge servers. Currently, various improved algorithms still find a balance between algorithm complexity and performance, and cannot fundamentally solve this contradiction. The edge computing resource collaborative scheduling model used in this paper can be roughly described as the following figure.
After splitting the tasks, pieces of tasks are submitted to the edge devices. Then tasks will be dispatched by Edge Computing Agent (ECA) to edge servers. The virtual machines on the server process offload tasks on behalf of the users. At the same time, the cloud computing center can perform scheduling between edge servers, dispatching tasks that exceed the resources to other edge servers. Tasks that exceed the amount of bandwidth between virtual machines will be dispatched to the cloud to speed up. Thereby, we achieve the effect of collaborative scheduling of cloud computing and edge computing.
How to evenly offload the computation to the edge nodes and ensure the balance of tasks is a problem that needs to be discussed. Computation offloading is a technique whereby a resource-constrained mobile device fully or partially offloads a computation-intensive task to a resource-sufficient cloud environment. Computation offloading is performed mostly to save energy, battery lifetime or due to inability of the end device to process a computation-heavy application [27] .
The first-tier server of the hierarchy schedules work tasks directly from the edge device over the wireless link. If the workload that the edge server receives is more than the computing workload of the device exceeds its computing capacity, it will be further offloaded to the higher-level server. In this way, a large amount of peak load is provided. Reference [28] has proved that the scheduling model can be proved as an NP-hard problem that cannot be solved in polynomial time. This paper simplified the problem of collaborative scheduling for edge computing with cloud computing as: In case of limited edge service resources, scheduling optimization algorithm is proposed to optimize the scheduling process to obtain an optimal solution so that the overall time of the service request is minimized. After that, we need to further optimize the scheduling strategy to reduce unnecessary costs and running time, so this paper will also use load balancing as one of the evaluation indicators.
With our scheduling model, we can meet the requirement of real-time both on edge servers and edge nodes. The edge servers with weak computing power can use deep learning model to reduce consumption of computing and speed up scheduling. In this paper, we use the learning model on collaborative scheduling between cloud and edge servers. Actually, it also can be used between edge servers and edge nodes.
The scheduling problem of edge computing can be simplified to the problem of assigning m tasks to n servers for calculation. The subtask's length after the tasks are divided is described as: T = {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , · · ·t m }, where t i represents the total length of the i-th subtask. Also assume that there are n non-uniform edge servers (with different computing power), the computing power of virtual machines on the edge servers can be described as:VM = {vm 1 , vm 2 , vm 3 , · · ·vm n }, where vm j represents the computing power of j-th server (virtual machine).
The bandwidth between the virtual machines is described as VmCon:
vc ij represents the communication bandwidth between vm i and vm j , when i = j, vc ij = 0.
The load balancing evaluation function of the p-th scheme of scheduling is:
P ij represents whether the i-th task is assigned to the j-th server. If assigned P ij = 1, else P ij = 0.
It has the following constraints:
We define the running time of p-th scheme as RT p :
Since the resources on each server are prioritized, the scheduling constraints need to be met (each server needs to have a reorganized memory space to store the processed tasks, otherwise the task data will be lost, and the task bandwidth cannot exceed the total server bandwidth):
where s i represents the memory requirement of task i, b ij represents the bandwidth requirement when the task i is assigned to the server j, S j represents available memory of the server j, B j represents the communication bandwidth between server j and ECA.
IV. ALGORITHM DESIGN
This section introduces ICBA we proposed. In the following subsections, we list detail of ICBA.
A. BAT ALGORITHM OF CLOUD SCHEDULING
The idea of the bat algorithm comes from the echo localization of the bat. Every bat has properties of velocity, position, loudness and the rate of pulse emission. The specific steps of the algorithm are given in Algorithm 1.
B. SECOND-ORDER OSCILLATION MECHANISMS
The formula of updating position of BA is the same as PSO. For avoid falling into local optimum, add second-order oscillation mechanisms to formula (11) . At the same time, in order to avoid the oscillation amplitude from being too large to deviate from the original position, the amplitude is limited to 20%. The formula is as follows:
where ω and σ are both random number that is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.
C. CHAOTIC THEORY
Chaos variables play a role in controlling the degree of particle (bat) chaos in the process of population movement [29] . We integrate chaos into bat motion process, alternating bat swarm between chaos and stability. Initialize chaos variable of the t-th iteration is as follows:
rid is a constant drawn from a uniform distribution. When C t+1 i tends to 1, the function of updating location is as follows:
ij %n (19) where is the search measure and M i is the proportion of the search space moving in the negative direction. When C t+1 i tends to 0, the function of updating location is as (12).
(1) Initialize information. Every number of the initial population vector is a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and n-1.A bat represents a solution. The bats described by the positions x ij ∈ [0, n] and velocity v ij , where i represents the population, j represents the j-th task. The formula for initializing the position is as follows:
where x max = n, x min = 0. λ ∈ [0, 1] is a random number drawn from a uniform distribution. (2) Generate new solutions. Generate a random number drawn from a uniform distribution, if it is smaller than loudness A i and fnew generated by (9) is smaller than the previous frequency, make the following updates. 
D. IMPROVED CHAOTIC BAT ALGORITHM
The specific steps of ICBA is as follows:
E. MODIFIED LSTM-BASED SCHEDULING LEARNING MODEL
The model we proposed is for real-time data, so we use the normalized data of the above real-time task-related data as a training sample.
We briefly describe the LSTM unit which is the basic building block of the proposed model: VOLUME 7, 2019 Initialization. Input gmax (the number of iterations), pop (random scheduling schemes), cloudletlist (set of tasks to be scheduled), vmlist (set of available edge servers), and other variables of ICBA. Initialize gbest, A, Amean, r and C. Loop (4 5 6) until iter = gmax: Update C (17), f i (9 13), v(10), iter = 0. Update position (12 16 17 18 Each LSTM unit is controlled by a sequence of gates: a sigmoid input gate i t , a forget gate f t and an output gate o t . The LSTM network solves long-term dependencies by maintaining three gates to control whether information is forgotten or passed to the next step. t stands for the time step. The external two sources are the current sample x t and the previous hidden state h t−1 .
represents dot product. b represents all bias terms. The weight matrices input to the memory unit, input gate, forget gate and output gate are respectively W xc , W xi , W xf , W xo . The weight matrices of the output of hidden layer to these units are W hc , W hi , W hf , W ho . While W co , W ci , W cf connect the weight matrices and are diagonal matrices.
The formula is as follows:
Input set is defined as S = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · ,s n+2 , s 1 represents the length of task. s 2 to s n+1 represent task length assigned on the virtual machine. s n+2 represents the number of virtual machine this task should be assigned. Each task corresponds to such a sample. s 1 to s n+1 are input data of the model, while s n+2 is the output data. This paper uses a two-layer LSTM, the number of hidden layer neurons is set to 10. The other parameter settings for the model are written in the section V. The structure of LSTM network in this paper is shown as follows:
We use Adam Optimizer of tensorflow for adaptive optimization of learning rate.
Adjusting the number of trainings spends much time. So we design automatic training step. The rest parameters in this model are explained in section? B. The reason we use LSTM is that the strength of LSTM lies in its ability to capture long range dependencies and learn effectively from varying length sequences [30] .
The function in Eq. (20) is used for automatic training instead of specifying training iterations. (21) where i is the current number of step in training, ft is the temp variable used to count, loss_ represents the loss function value of the current step, loss before represents the average value of loss function before. Besides, to avoid the fluctuation of the loss function value caused by local optimization, when ft is not equal to 0,ft = ft + 1.When ft is equal to 10, ft = 0. In this paper, if grad > 0.9995 and grad < 1.0005, it is considered to converge.
The loss function is mean squared error (mse).
where p i represents the predictive value and a i represents the actual value, n represents the batch size which is 80 in my experiment.
V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved chaotic bat swarm cooperative algorithm proposed in this paper in the collaborative computing model of edge computing, the simulation experiment compares ICBA with GA, BA and QPSO. And compare the performance of the algorithm by comparing the execution time and load balance of different scheduling algorithms on CloudSim. We use CloudSim to simulate collaborative scheduling on edge servers.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental environment is Windows 10, 64-bit operating system, Intel Core i5-7500 CPU, 8 GB memory. For the sake of convenience, the computing power of each virtual machine on the server in this experiment is listed graphically as follows: 10 servers are a group, and the following 20, 30 are the replication of the computing power of the top 10 servers. In addition to the million instruction per second (MIPS), the rest indicators of virtual machines are the same.
For the sake of convenience, the computing power of each virtual machine on the server in this experiment is listed graphically as follows: 10 servers are a group, and the following 20, 30 are the replication of the computing power of the top 10 servers. In addition to the million instruction per second (MIPS), the rest indicators of virtual machines are the same.
In this simulation experiment, the length of tasks is a random integer constant initialized to 500-10000. The host parameters of CloudSim are set to: When there's 10 servers, In the following tables, T is the running time(ms), Q is the load balancing, n is the number of tasks, m is the number of servers (virtual machines).
The result of the algorithms' running results with the number of times of computation is as follows: The number of virtual machines used in the figure 4 is 10, and the number of tasks is 30. The number of iteration is 20. It can be seen that the stability of the ICBA algorithm is good, and it has strong optimization ability. The optimization ability of GA is not good enough in the comparison algorithms, and the QPSO and BA algorithm changes greatly.
When the number of tasks is 300, the result is as follows: It shows that ICBA have a better effect when the number of iteration is small and with a large amount of tasks. The experimental results of the load balancing between servers are as follows (also uses the average value of 10 results to eliminate the contingency):
It can be seen that compared with QPSO, when the number of tasks is only 30, due to the unequal MISP and error of the virtual machine, ICBA has high load balancing, but in some cases, the running time is not optimal. However, after the number of tasks reached 300, the advantage of time was expanded, and the advantages of the ICBA algorithm were reflected. The following is a comparison of load balancing effects for a scheduling scheme in which 30 tasks are assigned to 10 virtual machines:
Next, a simulation experiment of the prediction model is performed:
The environment of simulation is Python 3.5.4, tensorflow 1.12.0, and the rest of the environment is the same as the experiment above.
The figure below shows the prediction results using LSTM training. The number of hidden layer neurons is 10, the number of LSTM layers is 2, and the number of training rounds is 10000 (according to the loss function, the graph can be seen to be basically unchanged at 6000 times). The training batch data volume is 80, the training data volume is 1000 (training set), the test data volume is 200 (test set), and the time step is 20. The prediction experiment uses 3000 tasks, and the scheduling data of 10 virtual machines is used as experimental data. The input data is the length of the task and the length of the assigned tasks on 10 virtual machines, and the output represents the number of virtual machine (0-9).
The loss function of the network changes as follows: In order to ensure the convergence of the loss function, we manually set a relatively large number of training iterations, sometimes which is not big enough. It is not conductive to reducing the time cost of training model, and wasting a lot of time on adjusting parameters. After using the adaptive adjustment of training times, the iteration will be like the figure below:
In order to prove that using deep learning to learn ICBA to schedule has less time-consuming than using only ICBA to schedule, the following is the time of scheduling using the deep learning learning model (based on Python) and the time of running the ICBA algorithm under CloudSim (based on java): where the number of iteration in this experiment is 6000. The training volume is 1000, and the test volume is 200.
Aside from the efficiency of the language itself, although LSTM requires a lot of time for training, the real-time prediction scheduling model after training costs less time, and long-term thinking, it is obviously that learning model is more effective through the real-time prediction model after LSTM training.
VI. CONCLUSION
The improved chaotic bat swarm cooperative scheduling realtime learning model for edge computing is defined in this paper. The model reduces long time and uneven load caused by the unbalanced scheduling. The experimental results analyze the simulation results on the CloudSim platform in detail, proving that chaotic characteristics have better ability to get rid of local optimal, and ICBA can find better solutions with fewer iterations.
The problem of time-effects of edge computing scheduling is accelerated by the deep learning through the cooperation with the cloud computing center. However, if the length of the task is extremely limited and not included in the training set, there may be cases where the prediction is inaccurate. 
